We are all world citizens

AS LONG AS WE MAKE IT KNOWN!

A paradox: how can we affirm a fact subject to a condition? Yes, every person, whatever, their location on Earth, belongs to a world community. That person’s life and activity make it a subject and an actor of history. As subject, everyone inherits an environment resulting from a historical evolution of nature, of Man, and societies. As an actor, each one’s action makes him participate in the evolution of our world. Nothing can stop its movement towards unity. As an actor we can yet choose the structure of this unity. For instance, if we are not careful, the majority of Earth’s inhabitants will find themselves consumers subjected to the power of money in a world where the notion of service disappears in favour of trade. One can easily guess that this forced mercantilism can only produce more and more poverty, victims, and marginalized societies which could lead to a revolt, a social explosion on a world scale of such dimensions as to be beyond any imagination. Yet it is evident that we are all world citizens. That’s a nice statement and principle but a stillbirth which doesn’t change anything. Unless …!

To be conscious of one’s world citizenship is a fine thing, but it is not enough. Of what use is it to be a World Citizen if I stay alone, voiceless, without action or expression? Forty years ago some world citizens of world repute gave us the message that salvation can only come about from the world’s peoples, individuals who make it up, each one of us.

Yes, we who are conscious of our identity, must make it known that we are citizens of a world in the making. Therefore, all citizens are invited to become the builders of this world city, through the voice and actions of all and each on of us. If we don’t make it known that we are world citizens we risk just being a herd, a subject race crying over a struggle we have not carried out to bring about a peaceful and civilised world.

Daniel Durand
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THE PEOPLES CONGRESS

We refer once again here to that most important plenary session of the Peoples Congress held in Paris on 25th, 26th and 27th October 2003. In RE CIM-info n° 1 we had announced the creation of a Consultative Assembly of the Peoples Congress. Here, we will speak of the functioning of the Peoples Congress.

History and aims

In 1963 the main “mundialist” organisations of the planet met in Brussels to set up the bases of a Peoples Congress, conceived as an intermediate step in the calling of a World Constituent Assembly. What came out of this Brussels meeting was the “Committee for a Congress of Peoples” which remained in function until the Peoples Congress became autonomous in 1977, with the following objectives:

ÿ To make an inventory of the fundamental needs of all humans;
ÿ To proclaim the necessity of World Institutions which can meet these needs
ÿ To define:
  1. The areas in which the intervention of a world Institution is necessary
  2. The transfer of competencies which have to be harnessed in favour of World Institutions by Nation - States;
  3. The necessary procedures for the creation of World Institutions;
  4. The structures of a world Supranational Federal Authority to be created.
ÿ To express by World Declarations the opinions or will of the world’s peoples regarding events affecting the fate of humanity.
ÿ To intervene as regards governments or international bodies concerning current world problems.
ÿ To study the reports of experts relating to World Constitution projects and express an opinion.
ÿ To present a draft-proposal for the World Federal Constitution to Governments and national Parliaments, as well as to international bodies.
ÿ To take all necessary initiatives for the functioning of a democratic World Parliament, including among other things, a World Peoples Chamber.
ÿ To seek the collaboration with, and the creation of, organisations for education, information and culture to further an awareness of universal solidarity.

Daniel Durand
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The Background


It was anticipated that the electoral body would increase with every election. No doubt, an excess of optimism of its founders did not foresee a duration limit for the mandate as they were persuaded in 1963 that a level would be quickly reached enabling the convocation of a world constituent Assembly. History disproved this optimism. As the deputies system reached the end of its capabilities, the Rules had to be reformed.

Modifications

Delegates of the Peoples Congress would from that time onwards remain constant (possibly 39). They would be elected for a 9-year mandate, renewable by a third every three years. The first “new formula” Peoples Congress election would be held in 2007. The electoral body for each election would be constituted by a third of registered voters, i.e. registered world citizens.

Current procedure rules.

These are being revised. The new text will be submitted to a vote of the Peoples Congress during a Plenary session proposed for 4th March 2006. This meeting will also have to name an election Control Commission.

The RECIM-Info bulletin will play a key role in these elections :
- RECIM-info n° 2 (which you are reading) will provide information on the new electoral structure ;
- RECIM-info n° 4 (February 2006) will call for candidates ;
- RECIM-info n° 5 (August 2006) will list candidates presented and make a further call for applications ;
- RECIM-info n° 6 (February 2007) will initiate elections.

Registration Centres which edit a particular bulletin will be called to transmit this information to their readers.

Please note also that a team is currently engaged in setting up a parallel system of voting via Internet.

The date and location of vote casting have not yet been determined.

Applications

The application period will be March 2006, after the nomination of the Election Control Commission. The conditions for applying will be set out in a document which will be published at that time.

Please note that a training will be proposed to the candidates within the context of the Mundialist Summer University at La Chaux de Fonds, Switzerland, in July 2006.

For Peoples congress, contact :
Jean Marc ZAN, 4 bis Avenue Gallieni
FR 91800 BRUNOY, France. imzl@free.fr

YOUR REGISTRATION

If you wish to receive your World Citizen card, please send the form below, duly completed and signed, together with the equivalent sum of 15€ or 20 US$.

I hereby apply to be registered as a World citizen. As such it is my intention to recognize my responsibilities as a member of the world community and to add this highest degree of citizenship to my present nationality.

SURNAME (en majuscules) ................................................................. Maiden name : ..............................................................................
First names : ................................................................................ Occupation : ..............................................................................
Date of birth : ........................................................................... Place of birth ..............................................................................
Home address .............................................................................
Postal address (P.O. Box) .................................................................
Postcode, town/place, country : ......................................................

(If possible, send a photograph.)

Please underline which you wish to receive: Arabic, Dutch, English, Esperanto, French, German, Greek, Italian, Japanese, Portuguese, Spanish, Swedish.

Date : ................................................................................ (signature :)

News from the Kavumu (D.R. Congo) school :

8th Dec. 2004. Concerning the Infant and Primary School of Kavumu, the school had received two days ago a gift of 40 corrugated iron sheets, offered by GTZ/PNKB. These were to cover a classroom roof area of 5 x 8 metres. With small contributions from the parents of EMPK schoolchildren, sticks and planks where purchased to build at least two classrooms.

In an initial phase, the school will be built with simple materials (wooden planks and corrugated iron sheets for the roof) as the school is an urgent need and the children must find a shelter. At present the children who are studying at AMPK do so in rented premises, which cost EMPK a lot in rent.

Already, one NGO in India reacted after reading the information about EMPK in our first issue of RECIM-info. The NGO is the IMC Trust administered by Sat Paul Arora who wishes to cooperate with SAME to intervene soon to deal with the EMPK problem.

Aimé Ruzuba Bisimwa
Infant and Primary School of KAVUMU, Sud Kivu, D.R.Congo.
Or : POB 470, CYANGUGU, Rwanda.

Aimé Ruzuba Bisimwa
Po Box 470, Cyangugu, Rwanda.

Postcode, town/place, country : ......................................................

If you wish to receive your World Citizen card, please send the form below, duly completed and signed, together with the equivalent sum of 15€ or 20 US$.

I hereby apply to be registered as a World citizen. As such it is my intention to recognize my responsibilities as a member of the world community and to add this highest degree of citizenship to my present nationality.

SURNAME (en majuscules) ................................................................. Maiden name : ..............................................................................
First names : ................................................................................ Occupation : ..............................................................................
Date of birth : ........................................................................... Place of birth ..............................................................................
Home address .............................................................................
Postal address (P.O. Box) .................................................................
Postcode, town/place, country : ......................................................

(If possible, send a photograph.)

Please underline which you wish to receive: Arabic, Dutch, English, Esperanto, French, German, Greek, Italian, Japanese, Portuguese, Spanish, Swedish.

Date : ................................................................................ (signature :)

News from the Kavumu (D.R. Congo) school :

8th Dec. 2004. Concerning the Infant and Primary School of Kavumu, the school had received two days ago a gift of 40 corrugated iron sheets, offered by GTZ/PNKB. These were to cover a classroom roof area of 5 x 8 metres. With small contributions from the parents of EMPK schoolchildren, sticks and planks where purchased to build at least two classrooms.

In an initial phase, the school will be built with simple materials (wooden planks and corrugated iron sheets for the roof) as the school is an urgent need and the children must find a shelter. At present the children who are studying at AMPK do so in rented premises, which cost EMPK a lot in rent.

Already, one NGO in India reacted after reading the information about EMPK in our first issue of RECIM-info. The NGO is the IMC Trust administered by Sat Paul Arora who wishes to cooperate with SAME to intervene soon to deal with the EMPK problem.

Aimé Ruzuba Bisimwa
Infant and Primary School of KAVUMU, Sud Kivu, D.R.Congo.
Or : POB 470, CYANGUGU, Rwanda.
Alsace : a land of welcome

Three cheers and a big “Thank you” to Roger Winterhalter and his team of animators of the World citizenship House. This 80 sq m. “multicellular” space finally proved to be rather small to host 55 persons, not counting our Pakistani friends and their culinary specialities. Nonetheless, it was a most sympathetic gathering. The first to arrive were most surprised by the arrival of Landing whose permit to enter France was obtained at the last moment. Further surprises were to see Yaovi from Togo, the general secretary of World Community against Hunger, and Dorin from Timisoara (Rumania) who had been out of contact for the last 10 years, Gupta the former mayor of Lucknow, India, who reached Mulhouse via Vienna and Lille, Rob and Germain, who arrived from New York, as well as many others coming from various regions of France, Germany, Belgium and Switzerland. All in all, 17 nationalities were represented. Even though this mix of nationalities was not the intended goal, what emerges from this international gathering of pioneers of social justice, peace and progress in a rather small hall, is a ray of hope which will remain alive in each participant’s mind for a long time to come.

After a presentation of the team, the aims and realisations of the World Citizenship House, Roger transmitted his excuses from a number of people who could not attend due to health reasons or who did not have the good luck of Landing, Yaovi or Gupta. He then stated the aims of the gathering: to get to know one another or to meet once again, to learn to work together, to fulfil a number of goals, exchange ideas, and materialise them on the ground.

We then proceeded to our meeting and accommodation place: the Mulhouse Youth Hostel, where we found our rooms, a meal, and a vast meeting hall.

The following morning, after some introductions by the various animators, we started to work in our respective workshops, the rest of the time in plenary session, with the following results:

A success which should be repeated.

The Mulhouse meeting was a first of its kind, with 12 mondalist organisations represented by 55 persons from more than 10 countries. ASCOP was at the same time a collaboration contract among mondalist organisations, a meeting point of exchanges and dialogue between persons, and a laboratory of ideas, initiatives and experiences whose conclusions will be useful to the Peoples Congress.

The next meeting could be held anywhere on this planet as there are world citizens everywhere and mondalist bodies that welcome this type of collaborations, exchange and dialogue, furthering mondalist democracy everywhere on Earth.

A notice to all RECIM-info readers (from 120 countries): ask us the organisation conditions.

MUNDIALIST SUMMER UNIVERSITY

The activity of the Peoples Congress and its satellite organisations needs in order to be effective long-term, animators and competent committed persons. Competence is never innate, but acquired and transmitted. That is why it was decided to create a space for exchanges and training in mondialism. The targeted public mainly consists of candidates and persons elected to the Peoples Congress, those in charge of World Citizens registration, animators of ASCOP fellow associations, as well as all those who are interested in this training: students, holiday visitors or retired persons.

The studies will consist of two modules:

A fundamental part whose preparation has been entrusted to the World Citizens Registry Commission;

A monographic/thematic part entrusted to the Esperantist Cultural Centre of La Chaux de Fonds.

The instruction can be given in many tongues, at least in French, English and Esperanto.

The Esperanto Cultural Centre of La Chaux de Fonds (Switzerland) proposed a first session to be held on 24th to 29th July 2006. The intake capacity is 80 persons, with diverse accommodation possibilities ranging from hotels to camping. You may reserve this week as from now.

The Mundialist Summer University does not compete with the Institute of Mundialist Studies but complements it. The targeted public, the themes and aims are quite different in each case.

? the Esperantist cultural Centre,
Postiers 27, CP 311,
CH 2301 LA CHAUX DE FONDS (Switzerland)
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SPORTS FOR PEACE

“In the face of a world of cheating and doping ... we can imagine and demonstrate that there are today women, men youths who are addicted to fraternity, solidarity and peace”.

This subject has been inspired by the activities of Georges Krassovsky and Yves Angelloz, neither of whom were able to attend the Mulhouse meeting. However, a workshop was held on that theme and many ideas presented, but follow-up work is necessary to actualise it. Here is a brief presentation of those who inspired the project:

• Georges Krassovsky is a stateless world citizen hailing from Central Europe. He has been a lifelong militant on various fronts relating to the respect of life : ecology, disarmament, citizenship. In order to disseminate his ideas throughout Europe, he got on his bike and covered thousands of miles, going from town to town, Town Hall to Town Hall, from one group of friends to another.

• Yves Angelloz is the organiser of the World Peace Games. He is a physiotherapist and a humanist who considers that physical activity contributes to the building and development of both individuals and societies. Since the early 80’s he plunged into the immense adventure which has already involved tens of thousands of participants from many countries : the World Games for Peace which took place on 12 occasions. The aim is to unite people via sports, culture and humanism, to create bonds of friendship among participants, thus promoting understanding and tolerance among people and serving tomorrow's peace. Yves was prevented from attending at the last moment and thus the workshop was only able to propose pathways without taking immediate decisions. These will be followed up at the next meeting.

A provisional address for this is : Roger Winterhalter, MCM-ARSO, 20 rue Paul Schutzenberger, FR 68200 Mulhouse, France.

International Liaison Council for a World Environment Authority

The International Liaison Council for a World Environment Authority was created in 1991 with the aim of protecting the planetary environment by using strategies which are appropriate to the different ecological, political, economic and cultural situations, within the context of an environmental world authority. On 11th March 1989 in the Hague, Scandinavian countries and France made a public call, inspired by World Citizens and World Federalists, for the creation for a World Environment Agency, which appeal was signed by 43 countries.

CILAME REPORT, after 13 years of activity:

This has substantially contributed to sensitising world public opinion, including scientific and government circles, to the need for a World environment Authority, especially in France. This led to support for : a green book, leaflets, the organising of three major debates, one of which contributed to the Coppens commission for a French Charter for the environment.

In spite of interesting meetings, CILAME cooperation with environmental service organisations has remained fragmentary.

The project has only been outlined. Whereas Russia signed the appeal at the Hague, the U.S., China, and to U.K. still need to be sensitised and convinced through the mobilisation of scientists, national associations and religious communities, so as to deal with minor and major ecological disasters which are occurring or looming ahead.

The aims of CILAME are pertinent and justified, yet it needs to review and improve its strategies. This underlines the importance of greater collaboration between CILAME and ASCOP (we will take the matter up in a future issue.)

Planetary survival and the transmission of a quality of living to future generations is essential in the face of damage to the environment and the excessive consumption of natural resources due to the acceleration of world economic growth.

? CILAME

53 Lignon Avenue, CH 1219 Geneva, Switzerland (registered head office)

142 avenue de Versailles, 75016 PARIS France (secretariat)

In this spirit of collaboration between CILAME and other member associations of ASCOP, the Registry of World Citizens has offered CILAME an information space in a forthcoming RECIM-info bulletin.
The workshop started by revealing the influence of the mass media as they affect development and violence. It pointed out that everyone was responsible for creating peace by his/her manner of being and his/her commitments. It invited everyone to join the campaign to declare every war illegal. “Only peace is legal”. It demanded the creation of Peace Ministries in every government, according to the principle: “If you want peace, prepare for peace”. One of the ways of preparing for peace is to adopt reforms over problems that could be causes of conflict: the satisfaction of vital needs, the cancellation of unjust debts, the reform of financial institutions. Finally the workshop proposed two kinds of initiatives: the Simultaneous Policy and the creation of Houses of Peace for schools (a future issue of RECIM-info can develop these proposals).

COALITION FOR A WORLD PARLIAMENT AND GLOBAL DEMOCRACY

Initially, the “alliance for a responsible and pluralistic world of human solidarity” organised a World Assembly of Citizens in Lille, France, in 2001. Then, as from October 2002, an electronic forum was launched by Germain Palayo, Arnaud Blin and Rob Wheeler. This trilingual electronic list (French, English, Spanish) focussed on the project of a World Parliament. More than 300 persons exchanged numerous E-mails which were often most interesting.

On the occasion of the world social forum of Mumbai, India, in January 2004, active members on this list met and created a Coalition for a world parliament and global democracy. Since then, this coalition held two simultaneous work meetings in June 2004, one near Bonn, Germany, and the other in San Francisco, U.S.A., where the Registry of World Citizens was represented.

The aims of World citizens and those of the Coalition are very close. The shared wish is to cooperate and to unite forces and ideas.
ý The first project is a popular referendum asking people to support the idea of setting up a World Parliament. Those who respond positively will be invited to register as “world citizens” and to join the coalition. World Citizens will be encouraged to participate in E-mail discussions.
ý The second project will include the development of communication tools and decision-taking via Internet as well as developing information resources through books, articles and online material.
ý The third project is the organising of a forum on world democracy to be held in principle every year, aiming to gather all persons and associations most interested and committed to the setting up of a world parliament and global democracy. The first task of the forum would be to agree on the basic values and principles underlying this project.

Of course, RECIM-info will inform World Citizens of any significant steps made in this collaboration between the coalition and ASCOP member organisations.

Two addresses for this:
? Didier Couernelle, 18 rue Jules Delhaize, BE 1080 Brussels, Belgium
? Rob Wheeler, 1927 Hafer road, Fayetteville, PA 17222, USA.
Josep Ortega’s advice for Internet communication:

As you know one of the aims of CTP is the creation of a centre for information, discussion, collaboration, coordination and possibly decision-taking on Internet. I have already composed a “wiki” page for ASCOP which I invite you to visit: ascop.editme.com.

That’s a website everyone can participate in by adding to, or changing the content as you visit. It is very important for you to become familiar with the wiki concept and editing methods. You can try to introduce some information in the “sandbox” trial page, to which you can have access via the management team page of ASCOP at http://ascop.editme.com/sandbox. To access editing, click the “Edit” option which you will find on the right. This will open an edit window enabling you to add to the page content.

You will also find a variety of “open resources”, that is interactive resources where each one can contribute to freely and which can be included in any website. We now have an encyclopaedia a journal, a discussion forum, a list of E-mails, a quotations base and, more important still, a list of members to which you can add your name.

Finally, in order to better know each other and for easier communication, I would like to suggest the use of Skype, a VoIP system which enables Skype users to phone each other without charge or at greatly reduced rates on a normal phone. You can visit the Skype home page on http://web.skype.com.

Josep L. Ortega - jllortega@andorra.ad

Les signataires - membres de l’ASCOP:
- Burkina Faso : Cercle d’Assistance et de Formation d’Emploi et de Stages - CAFES
- R.D. Congo : Association des Volontaires pour l’Autopromotion Rurale - AVOLAR
- France : Alliance Rhin Supérieur Oberrhein - ARSO - Maison de la Citoyenneté Mondiale - MCM ; Association pour la Promotion de la Solidarité ; Centre Français d’Enregistrement des Citoyens du Monde ; Europe Démocratie Esperanto ; La Grande Relève ; Mouvement Citerrien ;
- Sénégal : Centre d’Enregistrement des Citoyens du monde ; Fédération des Associations Sérères ;
- Etats-Unis : Global Peoples Assembly ;
- Suisse : WeltbürgerInnen ;
- Transnational : Coalition for a World Parliament and Global Democracy ; International Liaison Council for a World environment Authority - CILAME ; Esperanta Civito ; Registry of World Citizens- RE CIM ; World Community against Hunger - WCH. : Union Internationale des Journalistes Africains, section Afrique du Nord - UIJA.

The Mulhouse charter

We, the members of the People’s Congress Consultative Assembly consider that the human family dignity and its equal and inalienable rights should be recognized and should be the basis for freedom, justice and peace in the world.

We know:

That there is frequent opposition between national and the people of the world interests as well as the absence of a transnational authority democratically elected to protect them.
That hunger and poverty and wars are not inevitable but the consequence of the political organisation of the planet.
That there is a necessity to build societies which are democratic, just, durable and peaceful.
That the world problems need global solutions respectful of the diversity of the human family.
That man put in jeopardy the wealth of our planet because of the abusive exploitation of the soil, the underground and the sea.
That individuals or groups of individuals act in a very egocentric way and do not care for others especially if they are far away.

We Want:

To participate to the creation of a world democratic parliament which is already represented by the People’s Congress.
To promote peace, refusal of discriminations, equality in front of the law and a spirit of solidarity.
To create a space for exchange and reflection, open to every one and to contribute to the construction of a better world linking initiatives taken here and there.
To enrich each others from our diversity in order to find our similarities link our reflections to experimentation and to concrete actions in the field.
To protect the wealth and biodiversity of our planet for future and present generations.
To make each individual and groups of individuals responsible for the welfare of others and the harmonious development of the planet.

We Ask:

Each organisation and each individual whose ideals are “mundialist” and democratic to join the Consultative Assembly at the People’s Congress in order to build a better world united, multi-cultural and peaceful.

Mulhouse, October 3, 2004
A change of nom, now official.

The World Community Fund against Hunger has changed to a simple name: WORLD COMMUNITY AGAINST HUNGER (WCH). This was decided on 7th August 2004 at a meeting of the World Federal Assembly held in Ouagadougou. This is a significant event as it is the first time such an important decision concerning a Peoples Congress organisation has been taken on the African continent. The fact is that 65% of WCH members are African!

WCH is an association of mutual solidarity whose intervention ability is made possible through the membership subscriptions of 1300 members. Transnational solidarity is a very practical way of expressing one’s world citizenship. WCH is present in 33 countries, mainly in Africa and Europe, but also in Central America: Guatemala and Mexico, from which we have just received about 100 subscriptions.

Current projects:

Guennati, Burkina Faso

This is the name of an association of Peul women from the village of Gonsé, 25 km from Ouagadougou, the capital of Burkina Faso, on the Ouagadougou - Koupéla axis. These are housewives who used to be nomad families. The Peul of the Guennati group settled in the bush area surrounding Gonsé. Traditionally, they live off animal breeding, and, more recently, have included agricultural revenues. Their project is to set up fences near their family dwellings so as to raise 5 to 10 lambs per family. This breeding concept is quite innovative in terms of their pastoral customs, and should help in the struggle against desertification. Cost of the project, 2,450,000 CFA F (that is, 3,735 €)

CPA - Cifunzi (D.R.Congo)

Cifunzi is a locality of the mondialised commune of Kalonge. In Cifunzi there is a river over which mondialist animators set up a small dam to turn an electric turbine to provide light for the village and turn some motors in handicraft workshops. At the foot of the dam outflow a “fish and poultry breeding cooperative” is digging two ponds and building a chicken house and a warren. These installations resulted from a solidarity contract with World Community against Hunger for an amount of 4,200 US $ out of the required total of 6,200 US $.

INTERNATIONAL EMERGENCY ACTION

Tsunami

26th December 2004: quakes and Tsunami in South Asia.

International Emergency Action is an organisation set up by world citizens, including some Delegates of the Peoples Congress. In 1979 the IEA had been accepted by the Peoples congress as a prototype for a world organisation to prevent catastrophes and coordinate aid.

On 29.12.2004 a volunteer team of 7 IEA members and 14 trunks of equipment left for Colombo (Sri Lanka). This Polyvalent team is able to act on many fronts: rescue-clearing up, logistics, hygiene, medical and psychological support, reconstruction. A local contact of International Civil Service was waiting for us as we got off the plane, to facilitate administrative formalities and to pilot us to the meeting spot with local NGOs.

I.C.S. and MONLAR (agricultural development) are active throughout the whole territory, and tu information thus collected will prove most valuable for action on the ground. After consultation, we decide to intervene in Periya-Kallar (10 km south of Batticaloa, on the East Coast), a fishermen’ village neglected by the government (Tamil territory) and the NGOs.

We gave some attention to a hospital where only the walls were standing. Inside the building all the rooms were covered with mud. Tables, chairs and equipment were a jumbled mess. The operation consisted of cleaning-up to enable doctors and nurses to work again. This hard and unpleasant task continued until 11th January with the help of many people. We were 7 plus 50 others who helped, villagers and members of humanitarian associations.

On 22nd January another team flew to Sri-Lanka. It was made up of four persons experienced in reconstruction and project development work. Its mission was to rebuild a number of homes in the poor district of Beruwalla. It later returned to the intervention zone of the first team to conduct a survey of needs. This will serve to develop another reconstruction project and to establish later a training program to prevent natural hazards.

IEA/AUI. addresses:

u Terrasses Montcalm, 1401 rue Fontcouvertre, FR 34070 MONTEPELLIER, France
u www.aui.org
11 new Correspondents

Since the publication of RECIM-info n°1 (August 2004) the Registry or World citizens signed or renewed conventions for the statute of Registry Correspondents with:

- **Algeria**:
  - Khemisti BECHAIRIA, BP 1529 DZ 41000 SOUK AHRAS
  - Rabah BENDALI Akibou TIMEZRIT DZ 06751 BEJAIA

- **Andorra**:
  - Joseph Lluis ORTEGA MATAS, Av. Rocafort, 2 SANT JULIA DE LORIA

- **Argentina**:
  - Nevenka CALVO KUCHAN, Colon 1184 - 5° 13 AR 7600 MAL DEL PLATA

- **Belgium**:
  - Fernand R. THIBAUT, rue des Roses, 23 BE 6001 MARCINELLE

- **Benin**:
  - Anicet Laurenta QUENUM, 07 BP 114 Sainte Rita COTONOU

- **Croatia**:
  - Mato ŠPEKULJAK, Oštarijska 8 HR 10000 ZAGREB. Also see the site and bulletin in Croatian: [http://free-zg.t-com.hr/cdm-hr/](http://free-zg.t-com.hr/cdm-hr/)

- **Ireland**:
  - Florence LOCHRIN-CUSSON.

- **Peru**:
  - Yen CAMPOS CUADRO, Peru Humano URB. LADERAS DEL NORTE 0-7 CHIMBOTE

- **Pakistan**:
  - Imran Yousuf MUHAMMAD, F-13/32, Block 5 CLIFTON KARACHI

- **Rumania**:
  - Dorin HEHN, Str A. Saguna, A4, Ap.4 RO 1900 TIMISOARA
  - Other contacts are under way for representation in Afghanistan, India, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Nigeria, Morocco and Spain.

- **Germany**
  - Inge GRZYB a Registry correspondent for many years in Magdeburg, is now receiving help from Gerhard Hirschnan (Esperantist) who has already made a presentation at an international festival and who composed some pages in German and English on Internet: [http://www.gfezocities.com/weltbuergermagdeburg/](http://www.gfezocities.com/weltbuergermagdeburg/)
  - World Citizens Day (20th March) will be an occasion for a “citizens gathering with singing and dancing in a friendly atmosphere, with various messages and presentations.”
  - Inge GRZYB, Fröbelstrasse 6, DE 39110 MAGDEBURG.

The complete list of Registration Centres and Correspondents is available on Internet on [http://www.recim.org/cdm/adres.htm](http://www.recim.org/cdm/adres.htm). The electronic addresses can be supplied by E-mail from info@recim.org.

We search for volunteers

We need especially translators in different languages, teachers, computer knowledgeable people, posters and pamphlets designers, conference organizers, correspondents, travellers, writers and archivists.

If you have such a competence, please do not hesitate and contact us as soon as possible.

info@recim.org

We need your contribution:

The RWC would be happy for all world citizens to contribute every year the equivalent of one half-day's salary. Of course, it’s understood that for this "voluntary world tax" each person is the judge of what can be done, taking account of their resources and of the amounts that they usually contribute towards the support of the world community.

Registrations - Subscriptions - Voluntary Contributions - Purchase

Payments:
- To your registration Centres
- To the World Citizen Registry
  
  **CCP PARIS 2848 94 Y**
  
  **IBAN: FR 46 30041 00001 0284894Y020 02**
  
  Bank Identifier code: PSSTFRPPPAR
- We accept checks in Euros from French Banks
- For other countries use international mail or bank transfers using the above IBAN number
- We accept banknotes placed in a coloured or carbon paper in an envelope but no registered letters

The complete list of Registration Centres and Correspondents is available on Internet on [http://www.recim.org/cdm/adres.htm](http://www.recim.org/cdm/adres.htm). The electronic addresses can be supplied by E-mail from info@recim.org.

We search for volunteers

We need especially translators in different languages, teachers, computer knowledgeable people, posters and pamphlets designers, conference organizers, correspondents, travellers, writers and archivists.

If you have such a competence, please do not hesitate and contact us as soon as possible.

info@recim.org

We need your contribution:

The RWC would be happy for all world citizens to contribute every year the equivalent of one half-day's salary. Of course, it’s understood that for this "voluntary world tax" each person is the judge of what can be done, taking account of their resources and of the amounts that they usually contribute towards the support of the world community.

Registrations - Subscriptions - Voluntary Contributions - Purchase

Payments:
- To your registration Centres
- To the World Citizen Registry
  
  **CCP PARIS 2848 94 Y**
  
  **IBAN: FR 46 30041 00001 0284894Y020 02**
  
  Bank Identifier code: PSSTFRPPPAR
- We accept checks in Euros from French Banks
- For other countries use international mail or bank transfers using the above IBAN number
- We accept banknotes placed in a coloured or carbon paper in an envelope but no registered letters

The complete list of Registration Centres and Correspondents is available on Internet on [http://www.recim.org/cdm/adres.htm](http://www.recim.org/cdm/adres.htm). The electronic addresses can be supplied by E-mail from info@recim.org.

E-Forum

[http://ascop.editme.com](http://ascop.editme.com)